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Abstract
After profound abuses from 2001 to this day, through the pandemic
and with relentless proximal agitators that date to 1994 in the
Pasadena Central Library, incident caused by adjacent and an
unprovoked attack,“I will hunt you down and kill you.” This was
that officer’s statement – an unprovoked 5150 arrest? This is a
modi operandi of stimulus at proximal pipelines, particular with
public transportation, as any Federal audit can isolate,
classify and define those Bus operators, let alone any and all
resources compromised by Gaslight to impede, delay and or deny
me Life, Liberty, Property and with its Hate Crimes, I am lefteyed, a right handedness – switched at birth, this is positioned
proximal to this libido agitator to suppress endorphin for
subsequent trigger, usually post a fatigue stimuli along with a
myriad of legacy slights or offenses to cause reactionary states
of fight or flight.
From July of 1989, to this day, for thirty-two years I have been
on SSI/SSA Disability from reacting to the adjacent, unprovoked
proximal stimuli and attacks, latest report:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/04/report_3-1.pdf
It has been twenty years on the street since being evicted from
the Glendale YMCA in 2001 for “I don’t need a reason.” In the
protective classes, with chronic life-threatening Hep C of
genotype 1a and 1b, “have a good one,” this is a statement I am
confronted with by an out of consensus cognitive that is a
reference to getting eviction papers on Good Friday, 2001 at the
Glendale YMCA for “I don’t need a reason.” I have been homeless
since. The then, Rodger Corman’s Concorde New Horizons was
calling me at the Glendale Cali YMCA, and because it goes
through a switch board, I was compromised again. Concorde had
wanted me to “work,” develop projects for them off a speculation
screenplay I had written called “Perseus’s Poseidon.” This is a
recurring event throughout my lifetime at where my success is
sabotaged at any interval and reference my father, a rapist who
illegally started thoroughbreds for decades:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2018/11/38430013_140879
243489504_8325463120231268352_n.jpg
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Aggravating Factors
Brad J. Beck, Janyce Langlot and Sylvia McCready of Greenacres,
Veradale and Tukwila Washington respectively – my step-brother,
mother and step-mother, back in Glendale Cali, the Central
Library from twenty years hence and an origin of the
grievousness of these crimes, after the Uber/Getaround torpedo
of my car May 14, 2019, post the Rover.com, I am constantly
accosted, brutally confronted with out of consensus pathology to
agitate, stimulate and indoctrinate.
During the pandemic, the challenges proposed were bizarrely
offensive and life-threatening. Placing me in a state of
constant fear, an imposition to cause emotional unrest, a fight
or flight and to introduce mind altering substances, with foodstuffs denied, delayed, impeded or tainted, recently meth was
put in my coffee twice, deducible from pipeline of Santa Anita
Park Race Track in Arcadia Cali at local scope that it was such
stimuli; though, I am certain – an experienced coffee drinker,
there was stimulant put in my drink, as I was denied entrance to
Santa Anita Park Race Track in 1986 because someone accused me
of having alcohol on my breath? AT the time, returning from NYC
horse racing circuits, there I had joined Alcoholics Anonymous!
I was “sober” for a year when they did that! Denying me my
livelihood, yet all my familial of Hall of Fame Jockeys, Owners
and Trainers – even my step-mother started a thoroughbred at
Emerald Downs in Washington State! I was a licensed California
Thoroughbred Trainer with California Horse Racing groom’s
license then too.
Gig Economy Criminalized
From being on SSA/SSI since July of 1989, I could hold multiple
jobs simultaneously, yet after an interim, this narrative of
Brad J. Beck, Janyce Langlot and Sylvia McCready of Greenacres,
Veradale and Tukwila Washington, I am constantly discharged or
fired! Countless times! When I started the Rover.com, I had
resolution to my homelessness, yet the perpetrators entered that
loop, criminally compromised my ability to sustain and maintain
gainful employment, and there is a hate indoctrination that is
seamless with violent attacks, injury or abuses to direct
consternation towards the US Government!
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Twenty Years Homeless
Winter of 1994, the proximal stimuli – now a realization of that
pedophile caused consternation, drawn into the ambush, excluded
from the Pasadena Central Library, as I was leaving, two
Pasadena PD arrived, a male and female. The male threatened to
“hunt me down and kill me,” and I was stabbed in the bowel later
after that 5150, the name of Eddie Van Halen’s studio then, a
metric of Arcadia Cali and its infrastructure with these
criminal twelve step types and the index of my Hep C contraction
in 1991. At that interim, I had practiced two years on the
guitar, post the Pasadena City College disrupt of my edu.
Realizing as a gifted progressive metal guitarist too – no match
for Mr. Van Halen who is basically a circus of improv, not a
trained musician myself, I picked my notes versus that hammer
novelty that made his fame.
Begs a Question
With Radios timed to go off at night, maids and gardeners, bus
drivers, retail employees, the Libraries with staff and
security, all relative consensus at where I may find
resourcefulness being gaslit and compromised, the adjacent
stimuli to trigger catastrophic event to exclude, impeded and or
deny, there is not one bus driver at any route that I take that
is not directly involved with riders and metrics discussed here,
and any query of did you, do you or did you not by Federal
Authority will certainly be met with lies to the Federal
Government.
From the intercoms loudly blaring, air condition or heat to
proximal pathology to the breaking of the bus to shake one up to
the relentless, unprovoked attacks, some violent as I may enter
or exit any context, an index to someone “leaving,” Father’s day
June 20, 2021 at 5:55AM, I am engaged and awaken at local
definition, as an intrusion pipeline is at where my food and
clothing have been stolen and with assailants with rocks,
bottles and knifes, again, the Rover.com loop of “be careful”
rhetoric, I was attempting to facilitated a gig opportunity
then: unwanted quips, gestures, touching, impediments and
olfactory with libido offense, it is not happening otherwise
unless it is reference Brad J. Beck, Janyce Langlot, Sylvia M.
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McCready of Greenacres, Veradale, Tukwila Washington
respectively.
Aligned primarily with Santa Anita Park Race Track in Arcadia
Cali – San Gabriel Valley of Arcadia, Pasadena and Glendale
Cali, Los Angeles County, the grievous slamming of bus doors on
me by bus drivers, letting me off in front of obstacles – not
letting me off… all is in a pipeline at where people actually do
that, slam doors, start vehicles – make quips of “yeah,” “oh”
and of a pathology of grievous harms stimuli that is not of my
consensus other than the circumstance of my living conditions
brought about by these unprovoked attacks! The criminality is
one thing, but why would anyone go to such lengths if there was
not monetary and or property involved?
Forty-six Years of Despair
I always felt destined for greater accomplishments in life, and
getting employment, going the extra-mile and out-performing my
consensus has never been a problem, yet, here, the following
link is Ross Fenstermaker alongside Baffert, the former is who I
had went to work for out at Santa Anita Park Race Track in 1975
at sixteen years of age. He was training for F. W. Hooper at the
time, and Ross Fenstermaker can attest as with others, even 46
years later, a child prodigy is excluded?
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/05/s.png
The thefts of food, clothing - disposition of resources, getting
fired from all those jobs, my edu disrupted, recent
Uber/Rover.com and all Holidays or interim of emotional
wholesomeness is attacked: last year at this time, the stealing
of my shoes is a color-coded accost today, June 22, 2021:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/maid.jpg
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/06/dogwalk.jpg
Denied use of parks, malls, gyms, libraries, impeded to buy food,
harassed on public transportation and stalked, accosted and
confronted in all data pipelines at local scope is a narrative
that started with the then acting Attorney General Jeff
Sessions:
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https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2017/11/doj.pdf
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2020/09/0.jpg barr/fbi
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2021/04/april16.jpg
These metrics are all aligned with theft:
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/file.jpeg
Illegal traffic citations that position me in a compromised
court-room.
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/09/file-1.jpeg
Let alone the woman that rammed my Getaround/Uber vehicle had to
have professional input, as I am no slouch behind the wheel of a
vehicle, and I noticed the window of neglect was that I was to
be observant of a professional hit!
https://gamifiablecom.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/unnamed-5.jpg
Summary
The Last Thoroughbred I Trained was called “To Be Positive,” a
mare stiffed at the starting gate. Mind you, a simple viewing of
those films will demonstrate mind-boggling impediment and
PROFOUND disposition of an equine athlete! Santa Anita Park Race
Track in Arcadia Cali has accountability of the criminals of my
familial background that has and is a culture of lies rooted in
the rape of a child, and the scope of the misinformation is no
longer tenable! Facing Everything And Rise is the motto for
Gamifiable LLC, launching a start-up homeless, so why not the
child prodigy too?
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